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SkyBitz SmartTrailer™

InSight Web Application
Our highly configurable platform offers customers a
simple yet intuitive experience for tracking various
asset management environments for industrial
markets, transportation and logistics, government,
supply chain, oil and gas, and construction. Improve

Improve fleet efficiency and reduce excess capital expenses of your
trailers and containers by delivering total visibility of your assets and a
more complete status of your cargo. Consolidate inventory, reduce theft
and track revenue with SkyBitz SmartTrailer technology.
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business operations by easily setting up KPIs so you
can manage goals more effectively. Smart sensors,
integration options, and a host of intelligent new tools
allow you to hone in on areas of your business that can
become more profitable.
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Mobile Application
SkyBitz provides installers and maintenance staff
with free mobile tools that connect them to a host
of information so they can quickly and efficiently
install, configure, and troubleshoot SkyBitz products.
Our mobile application reduces error and ensures
accountability between installers and the internal
customer support teams.

SkyBitz offers the broadest portfolio of asset
tracking products in the industry to address a wide
range of data requirements from our customers.
Our hardware is durable for rugged environments
and leverage LTE networks, providing affordable,
long service life options that are low maintenance.
SkyBitz offers device options that are IP67-rated
and made specifically for commercial heavy-duty
use with all types of equipment and cargo.

Integrations
The Falcon GXT 3002, 5002 and 5002C.
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From robust standard reports, visual dashboards,
trends analytics, and custom XML feeds, SkyBitz can
integrate into any custom or proprietary TMS system
via our open API. Integrations allow your operation
to connect the dots between you and customers,

providing a more accurate revenue stream through
automated digital processes. Visibility between
accounting, sales, dispatch, drivers, and billing
becomes second nature, allowing your teams to focus
on growth rather than error.

Trailer & Asset Tracking
Make your trailers and remote assets work for you. Control your inventory
and improve margins with smarter asset management technology.

Easily Track &
Locate Assets
Start monitoring your trailers and remote assets quickly with prebuilt
dashboards and reports for optimizing capacity and utilization. Easily
identify which trailers are not hitting your targets or are prone to theft
and take immediate action. Schedule equipment maintenance when
necessary to avoid downtime.

Reduce Idle Days
Search, locate, and redeploy trailers that have been sitting idle. Begin
managing trailers more efficiently using our Yard Check feature, which
enables customers to perform a virtual inventory of what is in the trailer
yard. Increase the number of loads per month carried by each trailer so
you can maximize margins and reduce capital expenses.

Manage Detention Billing
Track how long a trailer has been at a customer location, which trailers
are still in free time, and which have entered detention. Easily automate
detention billing with TMS/ERP system integrations.

Smart Sensor Integration
A system of sensors that allow you to monitor doors, cargo, tire
pressure, temperature, and more. Integrate various sensor insight with
data points from third party integrations for a more accurate view of
your entire operation.

Custom Installation &
Deployment
Our professional install teams ensure your powered or unpowered
assets are setup properly and within your scheduling requirements. We
provide a range of hardware solutions so you can maximize your return
on investment and be up and running as quickly as possible.
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